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PREFACE 
The present ivork revolves around the Assad and 
Kirk's Theorem (1972) for non-self mappings. Which is 
proved for contraction mapping in a complete metric space 
by observing that if the space is metrically convex, then 
significant weakening may be made concerning the domain 
and range of mapping considered. In recent years Assad 
and Kirk's Theorem has been extended and generalized in 
different contractive conditions. By a fixed point theorem for 
non-self mapping we shall understand a statement which 
asserts that under certain conditions (on the mapping T and 
on the space X) a mapping T of K (subset of X) into X admits 
one or more fixed point. Fixed point theory is an important 
area in the recently growing field of non-linear analysis. It 
has found extensive applications in various areas viz. 
approximation theory, initial and boundary value problems 
for ordinary and partial differential equations, etc. 
The present dissertation comprises of five chapters 
and each chapter consists of various sections. Each chapter 
begins with a brief introduction. 
In chapter-I, we have attempted to give a brief 
account of the historical developments of the subject. 
Preliminary concepts and the imporiant results used 
IV 
throughout the dissertation. This chapter is mainly aimed at 
making the present text as self contained as possible. 
In chapter-II, we have given the brief introduction of 
fixed point theorems for non-self mappings in convex metric 
spaces. We have studied the fixed point theorems for set 
valued mappings given by Assad and Kirk and the further 
generalizations of this theorem. 
In chapter-Ill, is devoted to the study of fixed point 
theorems in convex metric spaces under the weak conditions 
of commutativity. While writing the results we are simply 
motivated by the work of Sessa, Hadjic-Gadjic, A.Ahmed, 
A.R.Khan, M.Imdad. 
In chapter-N, we deals with the fixed point 
theorems for a pair of multivalued and single valued 
mappings satisfying the generalized contractive conditions 
and compatibility conditions given by Hadjic and Gadjic. 
In chapter-V, some fixed point theorems for non-self 
mappings with generalized weak conditions of 
commutativity have been studied. 
In the end a bibliography, which can be no means 
be regarded as exhaustive, is given which contains only 





Fixed point theorem is a rich, interesting and 
exciting branch of Mathematics. It is relatively young but 
fully developed area of research. The study of the existence 
of fixed points falls within several domains such as, 
classical analysis, functional analysis, operator theory, 
general and algebraic topology. Fixed points and fixed point 
theorems have always been major theoretical tools in fields 
as widely apart as topology, economics games theory, 
approximation theory, theory of non-linear oscillations, and 
initial and boundary value problems in ordinary and 
partial differential equations. Moreover, recently the 
usefulness of the concept for applications increased 
enormously by the development of accurate and efficient 
techniques for computing fixed points, making fixed points 
methods a major tool in the arsenal of Mathematics. 
After the discipline of topology took a definitive 
shape, it was imperative to know the nature of topological 
mappings. A basic question was whether or not all points 
of the space are shifted by such mappings, or possibly, one 
or more points are left invariant. Both possibilities may 
occur. Perhaps the earliest fixed point theorem is that of 
Brower[6] who in 1912, prove that a continuous self 
mapping T of the closed unit ball in R" has at least one 
point, that is, a point in 'x' such that Tx = x. Several proof 
of this historic result can be found in the existing 
literature. 
A decade later, in 1922, Birkhoff and Kellog[4] were 
able to obtain the first infinite dimensional fixed point 
theorem. Actually, Brouwer's result was used by Birkhoff 
and kellog to prove existence theorem in the theory of 
differential equations. Afterwards Schauder[51, 52] 
generalized Brouwer's result for compact, convex sets in 
normed linear spaces. 
Now, in this chapter, we shall discuss some 
fundamental notions which bear relevance to later 
chapters. For a detailed account of fixed point theory, the 
books by Istratescue[22], Rus[49] and Smart [55] are 
speciadly recommended. 
1.2-FIXED POINT PROPERTY 
A topological space X is said to have the 'fixed point 
property' if for every continuous mapping T from X into 
itself, there exist a point x in X such that Tx = x. 
It is expected that a set with fixed point property 
should be compact and contractible. If the sets lack one of 
these properties, a mapping without fixed point can be 
produced. For details, one can be referred to Smart[55]. 
However the conditions of compactness and contractibility 
are neither necessary nor sufficient for a set to have the 
fixed point property. An elegant example was given by 
Kinoshita[34] of a compact, contractible sub set of R^  
without the fixed point property. 
1.3-BANACH CONTRACTION PRINCIPAL 
Another fundamental result after Brouwer's fixed 
point theorem was given by S.Banach in 1922. This result 
is popularly known as "Banach contraction principle". Its 
proof is simple and does not require much topological 
background. It is extensively used to establish the 
exis tence-uniqueness theorems for ordinary non-linear 
differential equations. For excellent applications of fixed 
point theorems one is referred to Kolmogorov-Famin[35]. 
A mapping T from a metric space (X, d) into itself is 
called a contraction if d{Tx, Ty) < k d(x, y), for all x, y in X 
and 0 < k < 1 {k is sometimes called a s Lipschitz constant). 
Clearly, a contraction mapping is cont inuous but the 
converse need not be t rue. 
"The Banach contraction principle s ta tes that a 
contraction mapping of a complete metric space into itself 
h a s a un ique fixed point." This is the simplest fixed point 
theorem and its setting is general. The fixed point is unique 
and can be obtained by explicit calculations, tha t is, the 
sequence of i terates of any point in the space always 
converges to the unique fixed point. The only disadvantage 
with the contraction principle is tha t the 'contraction' 
condition is fairly severe. 
There are many generalizations of the Banach 
contraction principle in the existing l i terature, Chu-
Diaz[10]and Bryant[71 observed that it is sufficient for some 
i terates T" to be a contraction in order to get a unique fixed 
point. Rakotch(45] and Boyd-Wong[9] have at tempted to 
generalize the Banach contraction principle by replacing 
the Lipschitz constgmt Ic' by some real valued function 
whose value is less than one. But generally, in order to 
accommodate a variety of cont inuous and discontinuous 
functions, a t tempt were made to replace the contractive 
condition by some general form of mapping condition 
(called generalized contractions).Recently Rhoades[47| has 
made a comprehensive study and compared various 
contractive conditions which are scat tered in the literature. 
It does not seem possible to record all the contractive 
definitions scattered through out the l i terature. Here we 
opt to mention a few which are relevant to the content of 
the present work. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space and T:X—> X be such 
that : 
(a) Kannan[29] 
d(x, y) < a [d(x, Tx) + d(y, Ty)] 
for all X, V in X and 0 < a < - . 
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(b) Reich[46] 
d{Tx, Ty) < ad(x, y) + bd(x, Tx) + cd(y, Ty) 
for all x, y in X and a, b , c > 0 , a + b + c < 1. 
(c) Hardy and RogersflS] 
d(Tx, Ty) < aid(x, y) + a2 d(x, Tx) + as d(y, Ty) 
+ a4 d{x, Ty) + as d(y, Tx) 
for all x, y in X, a; > 0(i=l, 2, 3 , 4, 5) and ai+a2+a3+a4+a5<l. 
(d) Khan[31] 
d(Tx, Ty) < h [d(x, Tx) d(y, Ty)]i/2 
for all X, y in X, and 0 < h < 1. 
(e) Sehgal[53] 
d(Tx, Ty) < max (d(x, y), d(x, Tx), d(y, Ty)] 
for all X, y in X with xj^y. 
(i) B.Fisher[13] 
d {x,Tx ) + d (y. Ty ) 
for all X, y in X, and 0 < h < 1. 
(g) Delbosco[12] 
d(Tx, Ty) < g [d(x, y), d(x, Tx), d(y, Ty)] 
where g:R3+ -> R+ is a continuous function having the 
properties 
(i)g(l, 1, l) = h < l a n d 
(ii) for u, V > 0 such that u < g(u, v, v) or u < g(v, u, u) 
u<g(v, V, u) then u < hv. 
(h) Husain-Sehgair201 
d(Tx, T» < (|) [d(x, y),d(x, Tx), d(y, Ty), d(x, Ty), 
d(y, Tx)] 
where (|):R5+-*R+ is upper semi continuous from the right 
and non decreasing in all the coordinate variables such 
that <|)(t, t, t, at, bt) < t where a, b > 0 and a + b < k (a 
constant). 
Without going to more details, we remark that 
Rhoades [47] has collected 25 definitions and derived 250 
such relations. Some of them have already been studied by 
several authors. For completeness, we also refer the 
mapping conditions given in Rus[49]. 
1.4-JUNGCK RESULT 
The well known conjecture that if S and T are two 
continuous commuting mappings which map a closed 
interval of a real line into itself, then they have a common 
point was given independently by Eldon Dyer (1954), 
Allen.L.Shields (1955) and Lester Dubin (1956). The partial 
solutions to this conjecture was given by Cohenfll], 
Junck[25], De Marr [37, 38] and others. In 1967 it was 
Boyce[8] and Huneke[19] who independently disproved the 
conjecture by constructing an example of [0, 1] equipped 
with above properties without a common fixed point. 
Thus the common fixed point theorems for 
commuting mappings require extra condition on the space 
or on the mappings or on their ranges. Motivated from the 
fact that a fixed point of a mapping is a common fixed 
point of that mapping and the identity mapping, 
Jungck[25] obtained the following generalization of Banach 
contraction principle. 
THEOREM-1.4.1(251: Let T be a continuous mapping of a 
complete metric space (X, d) into itself. Then T has a fixed 
point in X if and only if there exists a k e (0, 1) and a 
mappings S:X—>X which commutes with T and satisfies 
(i) S(X) c T(X), and 
(ii) d(Sx, Sy) < k d(Tx, T » 
for all X, y in X. 
Indeed S and T have a unique common fixed point. 
In [26] Jungck proved a common fixed point 
theorem for two commuting mappings defined on a 
compact metric space. Fur ther generalizations and 
extensions of Jungck ' s result have appeared in Fisher [14, 
15], Kasahara[30], Park[40, 4 1 , 42], Park and Park[44], 
Kh8ui-Fisher[33], Sessa[54] and many others . 
1.5-WEAK CONDITIONS OF COMMUTATIVITY 
In recent years several definitions of conditions 
weaker than commutativity have appeared which facilitated 
significantly to extend the Jungck ' s theorem and several 
o thers resul ts . Foremost among them is pe rhaps the weak-
commutativity condition introduced by Sessa[54] which 
can be described as follows: 
DEFINITION-1.5.1 [54]: Let F and T be mappings of a 
metric space (X, d) into itself then {F, T} is said to be weakly 
commuting pair if 
d(FTx, TFx) < d(Tx, Fx) for all x in X. 
Obviously a commuting pair is weakly commuting but its 
converse need not be t rue as is evident from the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE-1.5.2 Consider the set X = [0, IJ with the usual 
metric. Let Fx = - and Tx = for every x in X. Then for all 
2 x + 2 
X in X, 
FTx = 
4 + 2x 
TFx = 
4 + jc 
hence FT 5^  TF. Thus F and T do not commute . 
Again 
d(FTx,TFx) = f ' 1 U + 2xJ f " 1 U+xJ V (4 + x)(4 + 2x) 
< 
2 \ 
4 + 2x 2A2 + .V 
= d(Fx.Tx) 
and so F and T commute weakly. 
Obviously, the class of weakly commuting mappings is 
wider and includes commuting mappings as subclass . 
Jungck[24] h a s observed tha t for X = R if Fx = x^ 
and Tx = 2x3 then F and T are not weakly commuting. 
Thus it is desirable to introduce a less restrictive which 
termed a s 'compatibility'. The class of compatible mappings 
is still wider and includes weakly commuting mapping as 
subclass a s is evident from the following definition of 
jungck[241. 
DEFINITION-1.5.3f241: Two self mappings F and T of a 
metric space (X, d) are compatible if and only if 
lim d(FTxn, TFxn)=0 whenever {Xn}is a sequence 
in X such tha t lim Fxn= lim Txn= t for some t e X. 
Clearly any weakly commuting pair {F, T\ is 
compatible bu t the converse need not be t rue as can be 
seen in the following example: 
EXAMPLE-1.5.4 Let Fx = x3 and Tx = 2x3 with X = R with 
the u sua l metric. Then F and T are compatible, since 
|Tx-Fx| = |x3|-^ 0 if and only if 
|FTx-TFx| = 6|x9| -> 0 bu t 
|FTx-TFx| < |Tx-Fx| is not t rue for all x G X, say, 
for example at x = 1. 
Motivated from Sessa[54] and Jungck[24], the 
concepts of weak commutativity and compatibility for non-
self hybrid mappings (pair of a single valued and a 
multivalued mappings) were given by Hadzic-Gajic[17| and 
Hadzic[16] which r u n s a s follows: 
DEFINITION-1.5.5f 161: Let K be a non empty subset of a 
metr ic space (X, d), F :K^2 ' ' and T:K^X. Then the pair {F,T1 
is said to be weakly commuting if for every x, y in K such 
tha t X e Fy and Ty eK, 
D(Tx, FTY) < D(Ty, Fy) 
DEFINITION-1.5.6f 171; Let K a non-empty subset of a 
metric space (X, d), F:K^2'^ and T:K^X. Then the pair 
{F,T} is said to be compatible if for every sequence {xn| from 
K and from the relation 
lim D(Fxn, Txn) = 0 and Txn e K, it follows that 
lim D(Tyn, FTxn) = 0 
H-+CO 
for every sequence {yn} from K such that yn e Fxn. 
REMARK D(A,B) = inf{d(a,b):aeA , beBJ 
D{x,A) = inf{d(x,a): a^A}. 
If in the above definitions 1.5.5-1.5.6, F is assumed as 
single-valued then these definitions can be restricted as: 
DEFINITION-1.5.7: Let K be a non-empty sub set of a 
metric space (X, d), F, T:K-^X. Then the pair JF, T; is said to 
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be weakly commuting if for every x, y in K with x = Fy and 
T > € K 
d(Tx, FTy) < d(Ty, Fy). 
DEFINITION-1.5.8; Let K be a non-empty sub set of a 
metric space (X, d), F, T:K^X. Then the pair [F, T} is said to 
be compatible if for every Xn from K and from the relation 
lim d(Fxn, Tyn) = 0 and Txn e K, it follows that 
lim d(Tyn, FTxn) = 0. 
for every sequence {yn} from K such tha t yn = Fxn. 
For K = X, the foregoing definitions 1.5.7, 1.5.8 
reduce to definitions 1.5.1, 1.5.3 respectively. 
In a yet another a t tempt and ra ther independently, 
Kaneko-Sessa[28] extended the notation of weak 
commutativity and compatibility for a pair of hybrid 
mappings (a single-valued and a multivalued mappings) 
and gave the following definitions: 
DEFINITION- 1.5.9f28]; Let (X, d) be a metric space 
F:X->2-^ and T:X-> X. The pair {F, T} is called weakly 
commuting if for each x e X, with TFx e 2^ 
H(FTx, TFx) < D (Tx, Fx) 
Where H is the Hausdroff metric defined on 2^ induced by 
DEFINITION-1.5.10r281: Two mappings F:X->2^ and 
T:X->X are compatible if and only if 
TFx e 2^ for all x € X and H(FTxn, TFxn) ^ 0 
Whenever {xn} is a sequence in X such tha t Fxn-^M e 2^ 
and Txn—>t € M, where H is the Hausdroff metric defined on 
2^ induced by d. 
More recently Jundck.et .al . [27] introduced the 
concept of(A) type compatible mappings which is stated as 
follows: 
DEFINITION-1.5.11 \TT\. Let F and T be mappings from a 
metric space (X, d) into itself. The pair {F, T} is said to be A-
type compatible on X if whenever {Xn} is a sequence in X 
such tha t 
lim Fxn= lim Xn= z in X then 
d(FTxn, TTxn) ^ 0 and d(TFxn, FFxn) ^ 0 a s n -> o). 
It is shown in Jungck et.al [27] tha t unde r certain 
conditions the compatibility and (A)-type compatible 
mappings are equivalent For instance: 
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PROPOSITION-1.5.12: Let F and T be continuous self-
mappings on X. Then the pair {F, T} is compatible on X if 
and only if it is (A) type-compatible on X. 
15 
CHAPTER -II 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR NON-SELF 
MAPPINGS 
INTRODUCTION The study of fixed point theorems for non-
self mappings was initiated by Asad and Kirk[3J, who 
observed that if the underlying mapping is metrically convex 
than the significant weakening may be made concerning the 
domain and range of the contraction mapping considered. 
Later on, this technique has been exploited by many authors 
who obtained fixed point result for various type of mapping 
with different type of contraction conditions. 
In the following we study the fixed point theorem of 
Assad and Kirk[3]. 
DEFINITION-2.1.1[3]: Let (X, d) be a metric space, it is 
said to be metrically convex if X h a s the property that for 
each X, y e X with x ^ y then there exist z e X, x T^  z ;t y 
such tha t 
d(x, z) + d(z, y) = d(x, y) 
Let (X, d) be a metric space and let CB(X) denote the 
family of nonempty bounded closed sub set of X. For A, B e 
CB(X), let D(A, B) denote the distance between A and B in 
the Hausdroff metric induced by 'd' on CB(X). In particular, 
if for r > o and E e C(BX) we define 
Vr (E) = {xeX: dist(x, E) < r} 
Then we have 
D(A, B) = inf {r: A c Vr(B) and B e Vr(A)}. 
LEMMA-2.1.2: If K is a closed subset of complete and 
convex metric space X and if x e K, y ^ K, then there exists 
a point z in dK (the boundary of K) such that 
d(x, z) + d(z, y) = d(x, y). 
The proof of this set may be found in theL.M.Blume-
nthal's book[5]. 
The following lemmas are used which are implicitly 
stated in Nadler[39]. 
LEMMA-2.1.3; If A, B G CB(X) and x e A, then for each 
positive number a there exist y € B such that 
d(.v,y) <D(A, B) + a. 
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LEMMA-2.1.4: Let {An} be a sequence of sets in CB(X), and 
suppose tha t lim D(An, Ao) = 0 where Ao e CB(X). Then if Xn 
n-*co 
e An , n= l , 2 ,3 , . . . and if lim Xn = xo, it follows tha t xo e Ac 
The following Theorem h a s been proved by Asad and 
Kirk[31: 
THEOREM-2.1.5[31: Let X be a complete and convex 
metric space, K a non-empty closed subse t of X, and (j) a 
contraction mapping from K into CB(X). If ^x) c K for each 
X e dK then there exist xo e K such tha t xo e ^xo) (i.e (j) ha s 
a fixed point in K). 
PROOF: Let a, 0 < a < 1, denote the Lipschitz constant of 
(j). We select a sequence {pn} in K in the following way: Let 
po € K and pi 'e (t)(po). If p i 'e K; let pi = pT ; otherwise select 
a point pi e 5K such that 
d(po, pi) + d (pi, pi') = d{p(), pi') 
Thus pi e K and by lemma 2.1.2 we may choose 
P2'e (|)(pi) so tha t 
d(pr , p2')<D((j)(po), (l)(pi)) + a. 
Now put p2' = P2 if P2' e K; otherwise let pj be a 
point of dK such that 
d( pi , P2) + d(p2, P2') = d(pi, p2') 
By induction we obtain sequences {pnl, {pn'} such that for 
n = l , 2 , 3 , . . . 
( i ) pn+l' e (f)(pn), 
(ii ) d (pn+l ' , Pn') < D ((|)(pn ), ^{ Pn-l)) + « " 
where 
(iii) pn+i' = pn+i if Pn+i' € K, or 
(iv) d ( p n , Pn+l) + d(pn+l , pn+l') = d ( p n , Pn+ l ' ) , If Pn+l ' ^ K. 
Now let 
P = [pi 6 {pn} : pi= Pi', i=l , 2, 3,...]; 
Q = [pi e {pn} : p.^ p,', i=l ,2,3, . . . ] . 
Observe tha t if pn e Q for some n, then pn+i e P. 
Now for some n > 2 we consider the distance 
d{pn,pn+i). Three cases mus t be considered: 
CASEM: p,i e P and pn+i e Q: In this case we have 
d(pn , P n + l ) = d(pn' , Pn+l ' ) < D((t)(pn), ( p „ 1) ) + « " 
< a d(p„, p„ i) + a" . 
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CASE^II: pn e P and pn+i e Q: Here we can use (iv) to 
obtain 
d ( p n , pn+l) ^ d (pn , Pn+l') 
= d(pn ' , Pn+l') 
< D((|)(pn-l), <t)(Pn) ) + a" 
< a d(pn-i, Pn) + a" 
CASE-III: Pn e Q and pn+i e P: By the above observation, 
two consecutive terms of {pn} can not be in Q, hence pn-i e 
P and pn-i' = pn-i. Using this below, we obtain 
d ( p n , Pn+l) < d (pn , pn') + d(pn' , Pn+l) 
= d ( p n , Pn ' ) + d ( p n ' , Pn+l ' ) 
< d(pn, Pn') + D{^( p„_l), (()( Pn)) + tt" 
< d(pn, Pn') + a d(pn^i, Pn) + a" 
< d(pn-l, Pn') + a" 
= d ( p n - r , pn') + an 
< D(<t)(pn-2), (()(pn l)) + a " ' + a " 
< a d(pn 2, Pn i^) + a"-i + a" 
The only other possibility, pn e Q, pn+i e Q, can not occur. 
Thus for n > 2 we have 
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\ad{p„.p„ .) + a".or 
[M/v, , /Vi) + « +« 
Now let 5 = a ' /^max [d (po, pi), d (pi, pi)] 
ASSERTION: For n > 1 
{**) d ( p n , Pn+l) < a n / 2 (5 + n ) 
In order to prove this by induction we m u s t 
establish the cases n = 1,2. 
For n = 1 
d(pi, p2)<a"/^6<a'/^(5+l) 
For n = 2 we use (*) and take each case separately. 
d(p2, p3) < a d(pi, p2) + a^ 
< a (a'/^  5 + a) 
< a (5 + 2); 
d(p2, pa) ^ ad(po, pi) + a2 + a 
< a (a'/^5 + (a + 1)) 
< a (6 + 2) 
Now a s s u m e (**) holds for 1 < n < N, and for N > 2 consider 
the two cases: 
1. d(pN+i, pn+2) ^ a d(pN, pN+i) + a^ 
< a (aN/2 (5 + N)) + a^ 
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< a(N+i)/2§ + (N+1) a<N+2)/2. 
<a(N+i)/2(5+ (N+1)). 
2 . d(pN+i, pN+2) ^ a d(pN_i, PN) + a^ +I + a^ 
< a[a(N'i)/2 + (5 + (N-l)]+ a^ i^ + a^ 
< a(N+M/2 5+ (N_i)a(N+M/2+ aN+i+ a^ 
<a(N+i)/2 (§ + (N+1). 
This proves the assertion, and from (* *) it follows that 
(***) d(pk,pN)^5| ;(a"-^) ' + f^i(a"') , k > N > l 
i=Af :=N 
This implies {pn} is a Cauchy sequence and since X is 
complete and K closed, {pn} converges to a point xoeK. Also 
observe tha t there exists a sub sequence {pn^} of {pn} each 
of whose te rms is in the set P (i.e pnj = P n / , k = 1, 2, 3,...). 
Thus by (i), p n / e <}) (pn^,,) , k = 1 ,2 , 3 . . . and since pn, , -^ 
xo a s k -> 00 we have <l)(pn^ _|) -> (j)(xo) a s k-^oo in the 
Hausdroff metric.It follows from lemma 2.1.3 that xo e(|)(xo), 
completing the proof. 
As a generalization of the above theorem 
B.E.Rhaodes{47] prove the following theorem : 
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THEOREM-2.1.6[471; Let X be a Banach space, K is a 
non-empty closed subset of X, T:K ^ X satisfying 
(2.1) d(Tx, Ty)< h max\^^^^.dix.Tx).diy.ry). i/{x\Ty) + J{y.Tx) 
for all X, y € K where q is a real number satisfying q > 
l+2h, and 
(2.2) For each x e ^K, Tx e K 
then T has a unique fixed point in K. 
PROOF: Let xo e K .We shall construct two sequences {Xn}, 
{Xn'} as follows. Define xi' = Txo, if xi' e K, set xi = xi'. If xT 
^ K, choose xi e dK so that d(xo, xi) + d(xi, xi') = d(xo, xi'). 
Set X2' = Txi. If X2' e K, set X2 = X2'. If not, choose X2 e dK so 
that d(xi, X2) + d(x2, X2') = d(xi, X2'). Continuing in this 
manner, we obtain {xn}, {xn'} satisfying 
(a)Xn+l' = TXn, 
(b) Xn = Xn' if Xn' 6 K, and 
(c) Xn e dK and d(xn_i, Xn) + d(xn, Xn') = d(xn i', Xn') if Xn'^K. 
Let P = [xi €{xn}/ Xi = Xi'] and Q = [xiG{Xn,7 Xj ^ Xi']. Note that 
if Xn e Q, then Xn-i £ind Xn+i belong to P by condition (2.2). 
We wish to estimate d(xn, Xn+i), 
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CASE-1: Xn, Xn+i G P from (2.1) 
d(Xn, Xn+l) = d (TXn^l , TXn) 
< h maxl'^^^^^^/(.v„_,.7Av,).^(.v,.7:v„). 
c/(x„_,.7x„) + t/(.v„,rx,„,) 
= h d (Xn- l , Xn) 
CASE-II: Xn e P, Xn+i e Q 
d(Xn, Xn+l) ^ d(Xn, Xn+l) + d(Xn+l , Xn+l') 
= d(Xn, Xn+l') = d ( T X n - l , TXn) 
< h d{Xn-l , Xn) 
CASE)-III: Xn e Q, Xn+i e P. Since Xn e Q and is a convex 
linear combination of Xn-i and Xn', it follows that 
d(Xn, Xn+l) ^ m a x {d(Xn-l , Xn+l), d (Xn ' , Xn+l)} 
If d{Xn-l , Xn+l) ^ d{Xn', Xn+l), t h e n 
d(Xn, Xn+l) ^ d(Xn' , Xn+l) = d ( T X n - l , TXn) 
< h max r^^\'''"''^./(.v,,_..y:v,,_,),J(.v,,.7:v,). 
^ ( . V „ . , . 7 X „ ) + J ( . V , „ 7 A V , ) 1 
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=hmax ^(•V„^PX„ ) , 
' / (•V.-v„„) + </(.v,,.v, ) 
note that 
d(Xn-l , Xn+l) + d(Xn, Xp') < d(Xn 1, Xn) + d ( x n, Xn+ 1 I 
+ d(Xn, Xn') 
= d (Xn^l , Xn') + d(Xn, Xn+l) 
So that d(xn, Xn+i) ^ h d(xn-i, Xn') < h2 d (xn--2, Xn^ i) by casell, 
since Xn e Q implies Xn-i e P . 
If d(xn', Xn+i) < d(xn-i, Xn+i), then we have 
(2 .3) d(Xn, Xn+l) < d{Xn - 1 , Xn+1 ) = d(TXn-2, TXn) 
< h max ^/(^„-2--\,) ,c/(x„_,.Tx„_,).c/(x„Jxj 
d{x„_,jxj + d(x„.rx„_,) 
note that 
d(x„_2,x„) fj(x„_,.7x„ ,^) + t/(.v,.,,.vj 
< m a x [d(Xn-2, Xn_l), d(Xn 1, Xn)] 
If the maximum of the right hand side of (2.3) is 
, then it follows that 
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d(Xn_l , Xn+l) < h 
i.e, d(xn^,, xn.i) < h (1+h) ^'^' =:'" L> . 
q - h 
Since d(xn, Xn-i) < d(xn-i, Xn') < h d(x n - i , Xn- 1 1. Since 1+h < 
q-h. It follows that d(xn, Xn+i) ^ h d(Xn 2, Xn 1). Therefore in 
all cases, d{xn, Xn+i) < h max {d(xn-2, Xn-i), d(xn 1, Xn)[. 
It is easily shown by induction that, for n > 1, d(xn, 
Xn+i) < h"/^8, where 5 = h"'/^max {d(xo, xi), d(xi, X2)} 
For m > n > N 
IP '^ 
d(Xn,, Xn) < X d(x., x,+i) < 5 ^ h'/^, 
So that {xn} is a Cauchy, hence convergent. Call the limit p. 
There exists an infinite subsequence {xnj of {xn} such that 
Xn, e P. 
d(Tp, p) < d(Tp, Txn J + d(Tx„^ , p) 
< h max [d(p, Xn J / 2 , d(p, Tp), d(xn,, 




Taking the limit of the above as n —> oc we obtain d(Tp, p) < 
h d(Tp, p), which implies Tp = p. Condition (2.1) ensures 
tha t p is unique . 
The method of proof used in this theorem does not 
extended to more general contraction definitions, nor can 
the theorem be extended to point-to-set mappings along 
the lines of [3]. 
The theorem in a slightly more general form is 
s tated below: 
COROLLARY-2.1.7: Let X be a Banach space, H a non-
empty closed convex subset of X, K a non-empty closed 
subse t of H. Let T:K^H which satisfies (2.1) and the 
property that x e duK, the boundary of K relative to H, 
implies Tx e K. Then T h a s a unique fixed point in K. 
Let (X, d) be a metric space. Then following Nadler 
[39], we define: 
(i) C(X) = |A:A is a non-empty compact subse t of XJ 
BN(X) = !A:A is a non empty bounded subse t of X; 
(ii) For non-empty subset of A and B of X, and x e X 
D(A, B) = inf Jd(a, b) : a e A, b G BJ 
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H(A, B) = max {(sup D(a, B): a e A} ,{sup D(A, b) : b G Bi 
d(x, A) = inf {d(x, a) : a e A} 
8(A, B) = sup {d(a, b) : a G A , b € Bj 
It is known (Kuratowski[36]), tha t CB(X) is a metric 
space with distance function H, where H is the Hausdroff 
metric on CB(X). 
We shall make u s e of the following lemmas: 
LEMMA-2.1.8(NadlerH391: Let A, B be in CB(X). Then for 
all G> 0 and a G A, there exists b G B such tha t d(a, b) < 
H(A, B) + G. If A, B are in C(X), then one can choose b G B 
such tha t d(a, b) < H(A, B). 
LEMMA-2.1.9<RUS)r501; Let A G C B ( X ) and 0 < 9 < 1 be 
given. Then for every x € A, there exists a G A such that 
d(x, a) > 0 5(x, A), and d(x, a) > 0 H(x, A). 
Next two lemmas can be easily proved: 
LEMMA-2.1.10: For any x G X, and any A, B G C B ( X ) , 
I d(x, A) - d(x, B) I < H(A, B) . 
LEMMA-2.1.11: For any x and y in X, A c X 
I d(x, A) - d(y, A)l < d(x, y) . 
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DEFINITION-2.1.12[32|; Let K be a non-empty closed 
subse t of a metric space (X, d). A mapping T:K -> CB(X) 
said to be cont inuous at xo e K if for any G> 0, there exists 
a 5 > 0 such tha t H(Tx, Txo)< €, whenever d(x, xo) < 5. If T is 
cont inuous at every point of K, we say tha t T is cont inuous 
at K. 
Motivated from Park[43], Khan[32] introduce the following : 
DEFINITION-2.1.13y321: Let K be a non-empty closed 
subse t of a metric space (X, d) and S, T:K->CB(X) . Then 
{S,T) is said to be a generalized contraction pair of K into 
CB(X) if there exists nonnegative real n u m b e r s a, p, y with 
a + 2p + 2y < 1 such tha t for any x, y e K, 
H(Sx, Ty) < ad(x, y)+P{D(x, sx)+D(y, Ty)}+7{D(x, Ty)+D(y, Sx) 
Similarly, Khan[32] defined the generalized contraction 
pairs of K into C(X). 
DEFINITON-2.1.14[32]: Let K be a non-empty closed 
subse t of a metric space (X, d). Let S and T be mappings of 
K into CB(X). Then (S, T) is said to be generalized 
contractive pair of K into CB(X) if there exist nonnegative 
reals a, P, y such that for any x, y e X with x ;^  y, 
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H(Sx. Ty) < a d(x, y)+p{D(x, Sx)H-D(y, Ty))+y{D(x, Ty)+D(y, Sx)\ 
Where 0 < 2a + 2p + 4y < 1. 
REMARK When S and T are single-valued mappings then 
we simply say that (S, T) is a generalized 
contraction(contractive) pair of K into X. 
THEOREM-2.1.15r321: Let (X, d) be a complete and 
metrically convex metric space, K a non-empty closed 
subset of X. Let (S, T) be a generalized contraction pair of K 
into CB(X). If for any x e ^K, S(x)(= K, T(x) c K and 
(a+p+Y)(l+p+y)/(l-p-y)2 < 1, then there exists z e K such 
that z e S(z) and z e T(z). 
PROOF; Put 0 = (a+p+y)(l+P+y)/ (l-p-y)^ • Then 0 < 9 < 
1.Without loss of generality we may take 9 > 0. Since for 
9=0, the conclusion of the theorem trivially holds .We shall 
construct sequences {Xn} and {yn} in K and X, respectively, 
as follo\\s: 
Let xo e ^K and xi = yi e S(xo). Then by lemma 2.1.7 
we can choose a y2 e T(xi) such that 
d(yi,y2)<H{Sxo,Txi) + 0 
If y2 G K, pu t X2 = y2. If y2 i. K, u se l emma 2.1.2 choose an 
element X2 e aK such that d(xi, X2) + d(x2, y2) = d(xi, yi). 
Continuing in this manner , we obtain sequences {Xn} and 
{yn} satisfying: 
(i) yn G S(xn-i), for an odd n, and 
yn G T(xn-i), for an even n 
(ii) d{yn, yn+l) < H(S{Xn-l), T(Xn) + 1 - / ? - / 
1+/? + / 
0" ; if n is 
odd and 
d(yn, yn+l) < H(T(Xn-l), S(Xn) e" ; if n is 
even 
(iii) yn+i = Xn+i if yn+i G K, for all n, or 
(iv) d(xn, Xn+i) + d(Xn+i, yn+i) = d(xn, Vn+i), If yn+1 g K for 
all n and Xn+i G 5K. 
We wish to est imate the distance d{xn, Xn-i) for n>2. 
Let u s write 
P = [ Xi e {Xn}: Xi = yi] 
Q = [ Xi G {Xn}: Xi ^ yi] 
Note tha t if Xn G Q then Xn-i and XHH will be in P by 
boundary condition. 
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CASE-I : Let Xn, Xn+i e P, then for an odd n we have, 
d(Xn, Xn+l) = d ( y n , Yn+l) 
< H (S(Xn-l ) , T(Xn)) + 0" 
< a d{Xn-l , Xn) + P!D(Xn^I, SXn-)) + D(Xn, 
TXn)} + y{D(Xn^l, TXn) + D(Xn, SXn. l)} 
0" 
< a. d (Xn- l , Xn) + P{d(Xn-l , Xn ) + d(Xn, 
Xn+l)} + y{d(Xn-l , Xn+l) + d(Xn, Xn)} 
+ l + y9 + 7 e" 
So, 
d(Xn, Xn+l) a + fi + y 
^ 
d(Xn^l , Xn) + 0" 
l + y9 + ;/ 
A similar inequality can be obtained when n is even. 
CASE-II: Xn e P and Xn+i e Q. Then by (iv) we see that 
d(Xn, Xn+l) ^ d(Xn, yn+l) = d ( y n , yn+l) 
By method similar to case I, we have for an even and odd n 
1/ 4 ((^ + P + Y\ 1/ d(Xn, Xn+l) < —^ d(Xn I, Xn + 0" 
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CASE-III; Xn G Q and Xn+i e P. Then x„ i = Vn i holds. So 
we get 
d(xn, Xn+i) ^ d(xn, ju) + d(y II, Xn+ 11 
= d(Xn, yn) + d ( y n , Vn^l) 
Then for an odd n, we have 
d ( y n , yn+l) < H (SXn- l , TXn) + 
1 + / i + y 
0" 
< a d ( X n - l , Xn) + p{D(Xn 1, SXn 1) + D(Xn, 
TXn)} + y{D(Xn-l,TXn) + D(X„, SXn l)! 
+ 1 + ;^  + ;/ 8" 
< a d(x n_l , Xn ) + P!d(Xn-l, yn) + d(Xn, 
yn+i)} + y{d(x„„i, yn^i) + d(xn., yn)| 
0" 
= a d (Xn- l , Xn) + p;d(Xn 1, Vn) + d(Xn, 
Xn+l)} + y{d(Xn-l , Xn+l) + d(Xn, Vn)] 
0" 
< a d ( X n . l , X„) + Pld(Xn 1, Vn) + d(Xn. Xn • I) 
+ y{d(Xn-l, Xn) + d(Xn, X,,- | ) +d(Xn,yn) ; 
+ 
,1 + /? + ;/ 
0" 
As 0 < G < 1, and d(xn i, Xn) + d(xM, y,,) = d(xn i, >„), u e 
obtain 
d(Xn, Xn+l) < (1+y) d(Xn, Yn) + (U + Y) d(Xn 1, X,,) 
+ pd(Xn-l, yn) + (P + y) d(Xn, XHM) 
( 
\ + p + y 
0" 
< (1+y) d{Xn-l , yn) + pd(Xn_ 1, yn) + (P+v) 
d(Xn, Xn+l) + 0" 
Therefore, 
d(Xn, Xn+l) < l±A±z 
\\-fi-y d{Xn-l,yn) + \+ P + y 
A similar inequality is obtained for an even n. Since x„ 
yn-i and yn ^ Xn, a s in the CASE II we have an odd n, 
d(Xn-l, yn) ^ a + p + y d(Xn 2, Xn l) + 0"' ' 
{\ + /!+y 
Similarly, we can obtained an inequality for an even n. 
Combining the above two inequalities we have 
1 / > (a + B + y 
d Xn, Xn+i ^ — -\\-p-y 
' 1 + / ; + y 
\~f\-y) d(Xn 2, Xn ]) 
f n>' I \ ( (}" ^ 0' 
ii + // + / j 
Then, a s noted in Itoh[51], it can be shown that jx,,! is a 
Cauchy sequence, hence convergent. Call the limit z. By 
the way of choosing {XnJ, there exists an infinite 
subsequences {x„ } of {Xn} such that x„ e P. Then for an 
even m, v^e have 
D(x„, Sz)<H(Tx„ , ,Sz) 
< a d ( x „ ,z) + p{D(x,, ,Tx„ ) + D(z, 
Sz)}+y{D(x„ ,Sz) + D(z, Tx„ i; 
<a{d(x„ , x „ ) + d(x„, zn+P{d(x„ , 
x j + d(x„ , x j + d{z, x J + D ( x , ,Sz)! 
+ y{d(x„ , x„ ) + D(x„ , Sz) + d(z, x J ! 
So, 
D(x„ , Sz) < « + /? + / [d(x, , x j + d(x„,z)l 
Using this and the inequality 
D(z, Sz) < d(z, x„ ) + D(x„ , Sz) 
J:> 
We see tha t D(z, Sz) = 0. As Sz is closed z e Sz. 
Similarly, vve can show that z e Tz. Thus z is a common 
fixed point of S and T. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM-2.1.16f321: Let (X, d) be a complete metrically 
convex metric space, K a non-empty closed subset of X. Let 
(S, T) be a generalized contraction pair of K into C{X). If for 
any x e dK, Sx c K and Tx c K and 
(a+p+y)(l+p+y)/(l-p-y)2<l, then S and T have a common 
fixed point in K. 
PROOF: As in the proof theorem 2.1.16, we shall 
const ruct two sequences {xn} and {yn! which satisfy (i), (iii) 
and (iv). The condition (ii) is replaced by the following: 
(ii)' d(yn, yn+i) ^ H(Sxn_i, Txn) , if n is odd, 
and 
d(yn, yn^i) < H(Txn-i, Sx n) , II n IS even . 
These relations are possible due to lemma 2.1.8.The rest of 
the proof identical with Theorem 2.1.16. 
As every Banach space is metrically convex, 
Kh an[32] has obtained the following corollaries for single 
valued mappings . 
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COROLLARY-2.1.17: Let X be a Banach space and K be a 
nom-empty closed subset of X. Let (S, T) be a generalized 
contraction pair of K into X. If S(aK) c K and T(aK) c K and 
{a+p+Y)(l+p+y)/ {l-p-y)2 <1, then S and T have a unique 
common fixed point in K. 
REMARK The technique of the proof of Theorem 2.1.15 
and Theorem 2.1.16 can be used to extend a result of 
Rhaodes[48] for a pair of single valued mappings . 
Next Theorem extends Theorem of Itoh[23] for a pair 
of multivalued mappings , and hence generalizes a fixed 
point theorem of Assad[3]. 
THEOREM-2.1.18f32]; Let (X, d) be a complete and 
metrically convex space and K be a non-empty compact 
subset of X. Let (S, T) be a generalized contractive pair of K 
in to CB(X), and S, T are continuous on K. If for any x e 
{OK) , S{x) c K, Tx c K ; Sx n Tx 9^  (() for all x e K and 
(a+p+y)(l+|i+y)/ (l-p-y)2 < 1, then there exists a common 
fixed point of S and T in K. 
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PROOF: Consider F:K->R^ (the nonnegative reals) defined 
by F(x) = d(x, Tx), x € K. Then using lemma 2.1.10 and 
lemma 2.1.11 and the continuity of T we a have for x, y e K 
I F(x)-F(y) I < I d(x, Tx)-d(y, Tx) | + I d(y, Tx)-d(y, Ty | 
< d(x, y) + H{Tx, Ty). 
Thus F is continuous on the compact set K. Let z e K such 
that F(z) = inf {F(x): x e K}. Suppose that F(z) > 0. Then for 
each n = 1, 2, 3... we can choose Xn e T(z) such that 
1 d(xn, z) < F(z) + 
n 
As K is compact, if Xn e K for vary large n, then there is a 
subsequence {x„} of {Xn} which converges to an element xo e 
K. We may assume that xo ^ z. Then 
F(xo) =d(xo, Txo) 
< H(Tz, Txo) 
< H(Tz, Sz) + H(Sz, Txo) 
< a d(z, xo) + p{D(z, Sz) + D(xo, Txo)} 
+ yP(z,Txo) + D(xo, Sz)} 
< a {d(z, Tz)+H(Tz, Txo)} + P{d(z, Tz)+H(Tz, 
Sz) + F(xo)} + y{d(z, Tz)+H(Tz, Txo) + F(xo) 
+ H(Txo, Tz) + H(Tz, Sz)! 
Then we get 
F(xo) < I, ° " ^ 7 , I F(z). 
Since I Q^  + A^  + X I < l we have F(xo) < F(z) which 
contradicts the minimality of z. Therefore F(z) = 0. 
If some subsequences {x„} is such that x,, ^ K, then 
z ^ dK. For the sake of convenience, we may assume that 
Xn ^ K, n=l , 2, 3.. . Then by applying lemma 2.1.2 we see 
that for each n there is a yn € dK such that d(Xn, yn) + d(yn, 
z) = d(Xn, z). As K is compact and S{yn) c K there exists Wn e 
S{yn) such that d(xn, Wn) ^ H{Tz, Syn) + e by lemma 2.1.8. 
we may further assume that ^n} converges to some yo e cK. 
Let 
8e = a d(yo, z) + P{d(z, Tz) + d(yo, Syo)} + 7{d(z, Syo) + dfyo, 
Tz)} - H(Tz, Syo) 
then € > 0 as y ^ z. For this choice of e, we can find a 
positive integer N such that for all n > N, 
(a)d(yo, z) -d(yn, z) < 2e, 
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(b) F(yo) - e < F{yn), 
(c) d(Xn, z) < F(z) + 2e 
(d) H(Tz, Syn) < H(Tz, Syo) + e, (here continuity of S is 
used) 
Then for any n > N, we get 
F(yo) - € < F{yn) = D(yn, Ty,,) 
< d ( y n , Xn) + d(Xn, Wn) + d(Wn, Tyn) 
< d(yn, Xn) + H(Tz, Syn) + G + H(Syn, 
Here last term vanishes and Xn e Tz. Then we have 
F(yo)- € < d(yn, Xn) + H(Tz, Syo) + 2G 
< d{Xn, yn) + a d(z, yo) + p{ D(z, Tz) + 
D{yo, Syo)} + y{D(z, Syo)+DCvo, Tz)! - &€ 
< d(xn, yn) + ad(yo, z) +p{D(z, Tz) +D(yo, z) 
+ D(z, Tz) + H(Tz, Syo)} + y{D(z, Tz) 
+ H(Tz, Syo)+d(yo, z)+ D(z, Tz)} - 6e 
Then this yield 
F(yo) - e < d(xn, yn) + d(yo, z) 
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Ip + ly F(z) - 6e 
< d(xn, yn) + d(yo, z) + 
~P-Y] 
F(z) - 6e 
< d(xn, yn) + d(yn, z) + F(z) - 4 G 
< d ( X n , z ) + f f ^ ^ l F ( z ) - 4 
<F(z) + F(z) - 2G 
So, 
F(yo)< l + yg + X F(z) - 2e 
Now choose u e S(yo) n T(yo) such that d(yo, Tyo) = d(yo, u). 
As F(z) > 0, we see that u ;^  yo. Then 
F(u) = D(u, Tu) < H(Syo, Tu) 
< a d(yo, u) + p{D(yo, Syo) + D(u, Tu)} 
+ y{D(yo, Tu) + D(u, Syo)} 
< a {D(yo, Tyo)+D(Tyo, u)! + pj D(yo, Tyo) 
+ H(Tyo, Syo) + D(u, Tu),^  + y!D(>'o, Tyo) 
+ H(Tyo, Syo) + H(Syo, Tu) + D(u, Sy„! 
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Then using the facts D(u, Tyo) = 0 and D(u, Syo) = 0, we 
have 
F{u)< g + yg + X F(yo) 
Now using previous relation between F(yo) and F(z) we have 
F(u)< \-p-y){\'p-r F{z) 
a + p + y 
< F(z) - a + p + y \-P~V 
This contradicts the minimality of z. Hence F(z) = 0 and as 
Tz is closed subset of X, we find that z e Tz. Further, 
D{z, Sz) < D(z, Tz) + H(Tz, Sz) 
implies that z e Sz. Therefore z is a common fixed point of 
S and T. This completes the proof. 
For Banach space we have the following: 
COROLLARY-2.1.19: Let K be a non-empty compact 
subset of a Banach space X and (S, T) be the generalized 
contraction psiir of K into X and S, T are continuous on K. 
If S(c)K) c K, T(aK) c K, and (a+p+y)(l+P+y)/ (l-p-y)^^ 1 then 
there exists a unique common fixed point of S and T in K. 
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CHAPTER III 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR WEAKLY 
COMMUTATING NON-SELF MAPPINGS 
INTRODUCTION In this chapter we shall study a fixed 
point theorem, due to Hadjic and Gadjic[l 7] for a pair of 
multivalued and single-valued non-self mapping. Using the 
concept of weak commutatiuity and motivated from the 
definition of weakly commuting pair of mappings Hadjic and 
Gadjic introduce the concept of weakly commuting non-self 
mappings. Which is given below: 
DEFINITION-3.1. If 17]: Let (X, d) be a metric space, we 
denote by 2^ the family of all non-empty subset of X, let 
F:K^CB(X), S:K^X and (j) ;^  K c X. The pair (F, S) is said to 
be weakly commutative if and only if for every y e K and z 
€ K such that y G Fz and Sz e K 
d{Sy, FSz) < d(Fz, Sz). 
The following Theorem has been studied by Hadzic-
Gajic[17]: 
THOEREM-3.1.2^171: Let (X, d) be complete convex metric 
space , K a non-empty closed subse t of X, S,T:K-^X 
cont inuous mappings F:K->CB(X) H-continuous mappings, 
aK c S n TK, FK n K c SK n TK, (F, S) and (F, T) weakly 
commuting pairs and the following implications holds 
Tx € aK => Fx € K ; Sx G oK =^ Fx e K. 
If there exists q e (0, 1) so that: 
H(Fx, Fy) < q d(Sx, Ty), for every x, y e K. 
then there exists z £ K so that : 
{Tz, Sz) n Fz ;^  (t) 
If S, T:X->X are cont inuous and 
(A) y e Fx, Tx € K =» d(Ty, FTx) < d(Fx, Tx) 
(B) y G Fx, Sx G K =^ d(Fx, Sx) < d(Fx, Sx) 
then there exists z G K so that 
Tz G Fz and Sz G FZ. 
PROOF: Let x G dK. Since dK c TK it follows that there 
exists po G K such that x = Tpo. 
From Tpo G dK, using the implication: Tx G oK => Fx G K, 
we conclude that Fpo G K n F K C S K . Let pi e K be such 
that Spi = pi ' G F p o c K. Since pT G Fpo there exists p/ e 
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Fpi so that d(pr,p2') ^ H{Fpo, Fpi) + q. Suppose that p2' e 
K. Then p2' e K n FK c TK, which implies that there exists 
p2 € K such tha t Tp2 = P2'. If P2' ^ K then there exist q e aK 
so that : 
d(Spi ,q) + d(q, p2') = d{Spi,p2') 
Since q € c)K c TK there exists p2 e K such that q = Tp2 and 
so: 
d(Spi, Tp2) + d(Tp2, P2') = d(Spi, p2') 
Let ps' e Fp2 be such that: 
d(p2', P3') ^ H(Fpi, Fp2) + q2 
It is easy to see tha t in this way we obtained two sequences 
{pn}, n G N and (pn'}, n € N such tha t 
(a) For every n e N: pn' e Fpn-i 
(b) For every n e N: p2n' e K => p2n' = Tp2n 
P2n' g K => Tp2n € ^K and 
( 3 . 1 ) d ( S p 2 n - l , Tp2n) + d(Tp2n, P2n') = d ( S p 2 n - l , P2n') 
(c) For every n e N: p2n+i' e K => p2n+i' = Sp2n+i 
P2n+i' ^ K => Sp2n+i € cK and 
( 3 . 2 ) d ( T p 2 n , Sp2n + l) + d ( S p 2 n + l , p2n+l ' ) = d ( p 2 n , P2n+r ) 
(d) For every n e N: 
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d ( p n ' , P n . l ' ) < H ( F p n - l , F p n ) + q " 
Let Po, Pi, Qo and Q\ be defined by : 
Po = [p2n, n e N and p2n' = Tpin] 
P i = [P2n, n € N a n d p2n ' ^ T p i n ] 
Q o = [p2n+l, n G N a n d p2n+l ' = S p 2 n + l ] 
Qi = [P2n+i, n e N and p2n+r ^ Sp2n+i] 
First we prove tha t 
(P2n, p2n+l) ^ P i X Q i a n d ( p 2 n - l , P2n) ^ Q l X P i 
If p2n e Pi then p2n' ^ Tp2n and in this case we have tha t 
Tp2n e dK which implies tha t p2n+i' G Fp2n c K. Hence p2n+i' 
= Sp2n+i which m e a n s tha t p2n+i G QO. Similairly it can be 
shown tha t (p2n-i, p2n) ^ Qi X Pi. 
Let u s prove tha t for every n e N: 
(3.3) d{Tp2n, Sp2n+l) < \ . , . 
[¥{Sp.,,^Sp,„_,) + q-"- +([-" 
and 
l^A\ H^Qr. Tr^  » ^ M%"-l '^ / '2„-) + ^/"'^^"• 
(3.4) d(bp2n-l, Tp2n) < "^  , . . , 
If (P2n, p2n+i) G Po X Qo then: 
d{Tp2n , Sp2n+l) = d ( p 2 n ' , P2n+1 ' )<H(Fp2n I, Fp2n)+ Q^'" 
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< qd(Sp2n-l, Tp2n) + q^" 
Suppose tha t (p2n, P2n+i) e Po x Qi. Then from (3.2) we 
obtain that : 
d(Tp2n, Sp2n+l) ^ d(Tp2n, P2n+l') = d(p2n', p2n+1') 
< q d ( S p 2 n _ l , Tp2n) + q^". 
From the relation (p2n, p2n+i) e Pi x Qo we have that : 
d(Tp2n, Sp2n+l) ^ d(Tp2n, P2n') + d(p2n' , P2n+l') 
< d(Tp2n, P2n') + q d (Sp2n- l , Tp2n) 
+ q2n 
< d(Tp2n, P2n') + d ( S p2n-l , Tp2n) 
+ q2n 
using (3.1) we obtain that : 
d(Tp2n, Sp2n+l) < d (Sp2n- l , p2n') + q2n 
Since p2n e Pi and (p2n-i, P2n) ^ Qi x Pi we obtain that 
P2n--ie Qo. Which means that p2n-i' = Sp2n-i and so: 
d(Tp2n, Sp2n+l) < d(p2n- l ' , P2n') + q^" 
< q d (Sp2n- l , Tp2n-2) + q2"-l + q2n. 
If (p2n-i, p2n) G Qo X PQ then: 
d(Sp2n- l , Tp2n) = d(p2n- l ' , p2n') < q d(Sp2n 1, 
Tp2n-2) + q2n > 
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Suppose that (p2n-i, P2n) e Qo X Pi. Then from (3.1) we have: 
d(Sp2ti- l , Tp2n) < d (Sp2n- l , P2n') == d(p2n l', p2n') 
< q d ( S p 2 n i,Tp2n/2) + q2""> 
If (P2n-i, P2n) E Qi X Po then: 
d(Sp2n- l , Tp2n) ^ d (Sp2n- l , P2n-l') + d ( p 2 n - r , Tp2n) 
= d (Sp2n- l , P2n-l') + d ( p 2 n - r , P2n) 
< d (Sp2n- l , p2n-l ') + Q d(Sp2n- l , 
Tp2n_l) +q2n 1 
< d (Sp2n- l , p2n-l ' ) + d(Sp2n 1, 
Tp2n-2) +q2""l 
Since p2n-i e Qi from (3.2) we obtain that: 
d(Sp2n- l , Tp2n) < d(Tp2n-2, P2n-l') + q^" '! 
Further from p2n-i e Qi, it follows that p2n-2 e Po which 
means that Tp2n-2 = p2n_2'. Hence 
d(Sp2n- l , Tp2n) < d(p2n-2' , P2n-l') + q^""' 
< q d(Sp2n-3, Tp2n-2) + q2" ^ + q2n 1 
Using the above inequalities we conclude that (3.3) and 
(3.4) hold. Inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) can be written in the 
form: 
Z2n = Tp2n , Z2n+1 = Sp2n+1 ( n e N ) 
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d(Zn, Zn+l) < \ I 
Which is inequ£ility {*) from Theorem 2.1.5. Then 
d(zn, Zn+i) <q"/2(6 + n) 
where 8 = qi/2 max {d(zo, zi), d(zi, Z2)} 
Hence the sequence {Zn}nsN is a Cauchy sequence and let 
z= lim Zn = lim Tp2n = lim Sp2n+i. 
W—»cO W—>00 
There exists at least one subsequence {p2n^ }keN or 
{p2n;.^ , IkgN. Which is contained in Po or Qo respectively. 
Since (p2n, p2n+i) 0 PixQi and (p2n-i, P2n) g Qix Pi. Suppose 
that there exists \p2n^}ken such that p2n^ e Po for every k e 
N. Then 
p'2n^ = Tp2n^ e Fp2n^_i ( k e N ) 
Let us prove that Sz e Fz. Using the weak commutativity of 
the pair (F, S) and the relations: 
Tp2nj e Pp2n^ _, n K and Sp2nj_| eK, k e N 
We obtain that: 
d(STp2n , , FSp2n,_, ) < d(Fp2n,_, , Sp2n , , ) 
< d(Tp2n, Sp in , , ) 
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Since lim d(Tp2n, , Sp2nj_,) = 0, we obtain tha t 
lim d(STp2n,, FSp2n, ,) = 0 
From the inequcdity: 
d(STp2n,, Fz)<d(STp2n, ,FSp2n,,, )+H(FSp2n, ,, Fz) 
Since F is H-continuous, we obtadn that : 
lim d(STp2n,, Fz) = 0 
Hence from the inequality: 
d(Sz, Fz) < d(Sz, STp2nJ + d(STp2n,, Fz) 
Using the continuity of the mapping S we obtain tha t d(Sz, 
Fz) = 0 and so Sz e Fz, which implies tha t {Tz, Sz} r^Fz^ ^. 
Suppose now tha t S, T:X->X and tha t (A) and (B) 
hold. From (3.4) we obtain tha t for any k e N: 
d(p '2n, , , , Tp2n, ) < H(Fp2n, , Fp2n,_, ) + q2n. 
< q d ( T p 2 n , , Sp2n , ,) + q2nA 
Which implies that : 
d{p'2n,„ , T p 2 n J < q d(Tp2n, , Sp2n,_, ) + q-'"* 
since lim d(Tp2n^, Sp2n^_,) = 0, we obtain that : 
'"! P 2 n , „ = Z 
and so 
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(3.5) Tz = T(jirnp'2n,„ ) = jim Tp'2n,,, 
Using the implication (A) for x = p2nj and y = p'2n,^,we 
conclude that 
d(Tp'2n, , , , FTp2n, ) ^ d (Fp2n , , Tp2n, ) 
< d ( p ' 2 n , , , , T p 2 n J 
and since lim d(p'2n, ., Tp2n J = d(z, z) = 0, we have that 
lim d(Tp'2n,,,,FTp'2nJ = 0 
( [ ->00 
Further: 
d(Tp '2n ,„ , Fz)<d(Tp'2n, , , , FTp2n, ) + H(FTp2n, , Fz) 
and since lim H(FTp2n^, Fz) - 0, it follows that 
(3.6) lini d(Tp'2n,„,Fz) = 0 
Using (3.5) and (3.6) we obtain that d(Tz, Fz) = 0 since: 
d(Tz, Fz) < d(Tz, Tp'2n,,,) + d(Tp'2n,, , Fz) 
from d(Tz, Fz) = 0 we conclude that Tz e Fz. 
A Theorem similar to theorem 2.1.5 proved by 
Khan[32] has been extended for a pair of weakly 
commuting mapping by A.Ahmed and A.R.Khan[2]. First of 
all we give the definition: 
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DEFINITION-3.1.3[21: Let K be a non-empty closed subset 
of a metric space (X, d). Let F:K-^CB(X) and T:K-^X .Then F 
is said to generalized T-contraction of K into CB(X) if there 
exists non-negative reals a, p, y with a + 2p + 2y < 1 such 
tha t for all x, y e K, 
H(Fx, Fy) < a d(Tx, Ty) + p{d(Tx, Fx) + d(Ty, Fy)} 
+ y{d(Tx, Fy) + d(Ty, Fx)} 
THEOREM-3.1.4(21: Let (X, d) be a complete metrically 
convex metric space , K a non-empty closed subse t of X .If 
F is generalized T-contraction mapping of K into CB(X) 
satisfying (a+p+y)(l+p+y)/ (l-p-y)2< 1, and 
(I) dK c TK, FK c TK; Tx e ^K => Fx c K, 
(II) {F, T} is a weakly commuting pair, 
(III) T is cont inuous on K, 
then there exists a point z in K such tha t z = Tz e Fz. 
PROOF: If 0 = (a+p+y){l+P+y)/(l-p-y)2 = 0, then the 
theorem holds trivially. Thus without loss of generality we 
a s s u m e that 0 > 0. We construct the sequences {XnJ and !ynj 
in the following way: 
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Let X € dK. Then there exists a point xo e K such 
tha t x = Txo as dK c TK. From Txo e dK and the implication 
Tx e aK => Fx c K, we conclude that Fxo e K n FK c TK. Let 
xi e K be such tha t yi = Txi e Fxo c K. Since yi e Fxo there 
exists a point y2 e Fxisuch that 
d(yi,y2)<H{Fxo, Fxi) + (9. 
Suppose y2 e K. Then y2 e K n FK c TK which implies that 
there exists a X2 e K such tha t y2 = Tx2. Suppose y2 € K. 
Then there exists a point q G K such tha t 
d(Txi, q) + d(q, y2) = d(Txi, ys) 
Since q e 5K c TK, there exists a point X2 e K such that q = 
Tx2 and so 
d(Txi, Tx2) + d(Tx2, y2) = d(Txi, y2) 
Let y3 e Fx2 be such that 
d{y2, y3) ^ H(Fxi, Fx2) + ^ 1 - / ? - / ^ 0' 
Thus repeating the foregoing a rguments , we obtain 
two sequences {xn} and {yn} such that 
(I)' yn+i = Fxn, 
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(II)' yn € K => yn = Txn or yn ^ K =5- TxnGc'K and 
d(TXn-l , TXn) + d(TXn, yn) = d ( T X n - l , Vn) 
(III)' d ( y n , y n . l ) < H(FXn- l , FXn) + [ f ^ ~ ^ 
we denote 
P = [Tx. € {Txn}: Tx, = y,] 
Q = (Txi e {Txn}: Tx. i^ yi] 
Obviously two consecutive terms of {Txn} can not lie in Q. 
Now proceeding in a similar way as in Theorem 2.1.15 one 
can prove that {Txn} converges to a point z in K and using 
the weak commutativity of F and T one can easily prove 
that z = Tz e Fz. 
A further extension for two pairs of weakly 
commuting mappings has been given by A.Ahmed and 
Imdadfl] which runs as follows: 
THEOREM 3.1.5fl]; Let (X, d) be a complete metrically 
convex metric space and K a non-empty closed sub set of 
X. If (F, G) is generalized (S, T)-contraction pair of K into 
CB(X) satisfying 
(a+p+y)(l + p+y)/ (l-p-y)^< I 
such that 
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(i) 8K c SK n TK ; FK n K c SK, GK n K c TK. 
(ii) Tx € 6K => Fx c K, Sx G 5K => Gx c K. 
(iii) (F, T) and (G, S) are weakly commuting pairs. 
(iv) T and S are continuous on K, 
then there exists a point z in K such that z = Sz = Fz e Fz n 
Gz. 
PROOF: If 0 = (a+p+y)(l+p+y)/(l-p-y)^ = 0 then the theorem 
hold trivially. Next if 0 > 0, then proceed to construct the 
sequence {xn} and {yn} in the following way: 
Let x € 6K, Since 5K c TK, there exists a point xo e 
K such that x = Txo. From the implication Tx e 5K => Fx c 
K, we conclude that Fxo c K n FK c SK. Let xi e K be such 
that yi = Sxi e Fxo c K. Since yi e Fxo, there exists a point 
y2 e Gxi such that 
^1-/3-/ 
diy„y,)<H{Fx„Gx,) + 0 
Suppose y_> e K. Then y2 e K n GK c TK which implies that 
there exists a point X2 e K such that y2 = Tx. Otherwise if y^  
6 K, then there exists a point p e 5K such that 
d(Sxi, p) + d(p, y2) = d(Sx,, yi] 
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Since p e 6K c TK, there exists a point X2 e K such that 
p=Tx2 and so 
d(Sxi, Tx2) + d(Tx2, y2) = d(Sx,, yi) 
let y3 e Fx2 be such that 
d{y,,y,)<HiGx,,Fx,) + e' 
Thus repeating the above arguments, we obtain two 
sequence {Xn} and {yn} such that 
(1) y2n e GX2n+l, y2n+l e FX2n, 
(2) y2n G K => y2n = Tx2n, or y2n ^ K => Tx2n € 6K and 
d ( S X 2 n - l , TX2n) + d(TX2n, y2n) = d ( S X 2 n - l , y2n) 
(3) y2n+i e K, y2n+i = Sx2n+i, ory2n+i ^ K, Sx2n+i e 5K and 
d(TX2n, SX2n+l) + d(SX2n+l , y2n+l) = d(TX2n, yn+l) 
(4) d ( y 2 n - l , y2n) < H ( G X 2 n - l , FX2n-2) + {^—^-^ 
v + P+r 
9 2/1-1 
d(y2n , y2n+l) < H(FX2n, GX2n-l) + IzZzZ 
! + /? + / 
6" 
Let us denote 
Po = [TX2i € {TX2n}; TX2i = y2i] 
Pi = [Tx2. e {Tx2n}:Tx2i ^ y2,] 
Q o = [SX2i+l 6 {SX2n+l}: SX2i+I = y2j+l] 
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Qi = [Sx2i+i e {Sx2n+i}: Sx2i+i ^ 721+1] 
First let u s show that (Tx2n, Sx2n+i) ^ Pi x Qi and (Sx2n 1, 
TX2n) ^ QlX Pi. 
If Tx2n € Pi then y2n ^ Tx2n and we have Tx2n e SK 
which implies that y2n+i e Fx2n+i c K. Hence y2n+i = Sx2n+i e 
Qo. Similarly, one can show tha t (Sx2n-i, Tx2n) ^ Qi x Pi. 
Now consider the following cases: 
CASE-I: If (Tx2n, Sx2n+i) e Po X Qo, then 
d(TX2n, SX2n+l) = d(y2n, y2n+l) 
< H(FX2n, GX2n-l) + e" 
< a d(TX2n, SX2n-l) + P[d(TX2n, 
SX2n+l)+ d(SX2n-l.TX2n)] 
+ y[d(SX2n-l, TX2n) + d(TX2n, 
SX2n+l) + d(TX2n,TX2n)] 
izAzZ 
! + /? + / 
0'" 
so that 
d(TX2n, SX2n+l) ^ a + /3 + y d(SX2n.l ,TX2n) + 
1 + /? + ;/ 
Similarly, if {Sx2n_i, Tx2n) e Qo x Po, we can show that 
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d ( S X 2 n - l , TX2n) < 
a + /] + y 
d(TX2n-2, SX2a- l ) + 
CASE-II: If (Tx2n, Sx2n i^) € Po X Qi, then by (III), we have 
d{TX2n, SX2n+l) ^ d{TX2n, y2n+l) = d (y2n , y2n+l) 
and it follows that from CASE 1 that 
d(TX2n, SX2n.l) < [ ^ ^ 4 ^ 1 d(SX2„^l, TX2n) + 
\\-P-Y ) 
0'" 
\ + p + y 
Similarly, if (Sx2n-i, Tx2n) e Qi x Po, then we have 
d{SX2n- l , TX2n) < 
^ a + p + y^ 
\-P-Y 
d(TX2n-2, SX2n-l) + 
/ ^ : - ' \ 
l + / ? + y 
C A S E - I I I : If (TX2n, SX2n+l) e P i X Q o t h e n SX2n+l = y2n+l. 
Hence proceeding as in CASE I we have 
d(TX2n, SX2n+l) = d(TX2n, y2n+l) 
< d(TX2n, y2n) + d(>'2n, y2n+l) 
< (1+y) d(TX2n, y2n) + (tt+y) d(SX2n-l ,TX2n) 
+ p d (SX2n^ l , y2n) + (P + y) d(TX2n, SX2n. l ) 
1 + /? + / 
0-" 
A s 0 < e < 1 a n d d ( S X 2 n - l , TX2n) + d(TX2n, y2n) = d (SX2n- I , y2n) 
d(TX2n, SX2n+l) < (1+y) d (SX2n- I , y2n) + P d ( S X 2 „ _ , , y2n) + (P + y) 
d(TX2n, S X 2 M + I ) + 




d(TX2n, SX2n+l) < 
l + lUy 
\-p-y 
d ( S X 2 n - l , y2n) + 0 " i I + /i + V 
Now since Sx2n-i - y2n-i and Tx2n ^ y2n as in CASE II, we 
have 
d ( S X 2 n - l , TX2n) < 
a + p + y 
d(TX2n-2, SX2n-l) + 1 + /? + / 
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain 
d{TX2n, SX2n+l) < 
\-p-y 
l + yg + 7 
\-p-Y 
d(TX2n-2, SX2n-l) 
f 0-"-^ \ 
\-p-Y 
( e'" 
\ + p + y. 
Thus , if we denote Z2n = Tx2n, Z2n+i = Sx2n+i, we have 
d(Zn, Zn+l) ^ 
a + p + y 
{\-p-y 
c/(2„_,,z„) + 0" 





\ + P + y 
Now on the line ltoh[23] it can be shown that the 
sequence {Zn} is Cauchy sequence and hence convergent to 
a limit point z. Thus as noted in [28], there exists at least 
one subsequence {Tx,„i^]or{Sx,„i^^,} which is contained in Po 
and Qo respectively. 
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Now proceeding in a similar way as in Theorem 
2.1.15 one can prove that \Tx2„,,\or\Sx,^,i^^^\ converges to a 
point z in K and using the weak commutativity of F and T 
one can easily prove that z = Tz == Sz e Fz n Gz. 
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CHAPTER-rV 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR CAMPATIBLE 
NON-SELF MAPPINGS 
INTRODUCTION In this chapter we shall study fixed point 
theorem for non-self multivalued mappings proved by 
HadjicllSj. Motivated from the definition Jungck[24] for 
compatible nonself mapping which is stated below. Later on 
using this concept of mapping some fixed point theorem have 
been studied. 
DEFINITION-4.1. iri61; Let (X, d) be a metric space, K a 
nonempty subse t of X and F:K^CB(X) and S: K^X. The 
pair (F, S) is said to be compatible if for every sequence 
from K from the relations 
lim^(Sx„,Fx„) = 0 and Sxn € K, n G N 
it follows that 
\\md{Sy,„FSxJ = 0 
for ever\' sequences {ynjneN from K such tha t yn e Fxn, n e 
N. 
THEOREM-4.1.2[161: Let C:R+->R% where R^  stands for 
the nonnegative reals, be an increasing function such that 
C(t+) < t, for all t > 0 and Y.^"(i) is finite for all t > 0. Then, 
there exists a strictly increasing function v|/: R+-^ R^ such 
that C(t) < M;(t) < t, for all t > 0 and X^'^O is finite for t > 0. 
THEOREM-4.1.3[16]: Let (X, d) be a complete convex 
metric space, K a non-empty closed subset of X, S, T:K-^X 
continuous mappings, F:K->CB(X) H-continuous mapping, 
eK e SK n TK, FK n K c SK n TK, (F, S) and (F, T) 
compatible pairs and the following implications holds: 
Tx e aK =:> Fx e K ; Sx e aK :^ Fx e K. 
If there exists an increasing function C:R^->R+ such 
that C(t+)< t, for all t > 0 and X^"(0 is finite for all t > 0 so 
that 
H{Fx, Fy) < C (d(Sx, Ty)), for every x, y in K. 
then there exists z e K so that 
{Tz, Fz} n Fz ^ <j) 
If S, T:X-^X are continuous then there exists z e K so that 
Tz e Fz, Sz € Fz. 
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PROOF; Let x G dK and po e K such tha t x = Tpo. From Tpo 
e dK it follows tha t Fpo e K n FK c SK. Hence there exists 
pi e K such tha t Spi e F p o c K and let Spi = pT. Fur ther 
d(pi', Fp.) < H(Fpo, Fpi) < C (d(Sp,,Tpo)) 
and if d(Spi, Tpo) > 0 from Theorem-4.1.2 
d(pi', Fpi) < M^  (d(Spi,Tpo)) 
So, there exists p2' e Fpi such tha t 
(4.1) d(pi', p2')^M/(d(Spl,Tpo)) 
Suppose tha t d{Spi, Tpo) = 0. Thus C {d(Spi, Tpo)) = H(Fpo, 
Fpi) = 0 and if we take tha t p2' = pi ' , we obtain that (4.1) 
holds. If P2' e K than p2' e K n FK e TK and so there exists 
P2 e K such tha t Tp2 = p2'. If P2' i K then there exists p2 e K 
such tha t 
d(Spi, Tp2) + d(Tp2, P2') = d(Spi, p2') 
then d(pi' , Fp2) < H(Fpi, Fp2) < C(d(Spi, Tpa)) and if 
d(Spi,Tp2) > 0 it follows tha t 
d(p2', Fp2) < v|/ (d(Spi, Tp2)) 
which implies tha t there exists p3' e Fp2 such that 
(4.2) d(p2', p3')<v,Md(Spi,Tp2)) 
If d(Spi, Tp2) = 0 we take pa' = P2' and so (4.2) holds. 
Continuing in this way we obtain two sequences {p,4n N and 
{Pn'}neN S U c h t h a t 
(a) For every n e N: pn e Fpn-i. 
(b) For every n e N: p2n' e K =^ p2n' ^ Tp2n ; 
P2n' ^ K =5> Tp2n G SK, and 
( 4 . 3 ) d ( S p 2 n - l , Tp2n) + d ( T p 2 n , P2n') = d ( S p 2 n 1, P2n') 
(c) For every n e N: p2n+i' e K => p2n+i' = Sp2n+i ; 
P2n+r ^ K =^ p2n+i € 5K, and 
( 4 . 4 ) d ( T p 2 n , Sp2n+l ) + d ( S p 2 n + l , p2n+l ' ) = d ( T p 2 n , p 2 n . r ) 
(d) For every n e N: 
d ( p 2 n ' , P2n+l ' ) ^ ^ ( d ( S p 2 n - l , Tp2n)) 
d ( p 2 n + l ' , P2n+2' ) < V|/ ( d ( S p 2 n + l , Tp2n)) 
Let Po, Pi, Qo and Qi be defined by 
Po = [p2n ; n e N and p2n' = Tp2n] 
Pi = [P2n ; n € N a n d p2n ' ^ Tp2n] 
Q o = [P2n+1 ; n G N a n d P 2 n + r = Sp2n+l ] 
Qi = [p2n+i ; n e N and p2n+i' ^ Sp2n+i] 
It is easy to prove that 
(P2n, P2n+l) ^ P i X Q i , (p2n^l , P2n) ^ Q l X P , 
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If X2n = Tp'2n and X2n+i = Sp2n+i, n € N wc shovv that: 
(4.5) d(Xn, Xn.l)< A. >9 ' . r 
CASE-I: If (p2n, P2n+i) s Po X Qo: Then we have that 
d ( p 2 n , Sp2n+l ) = d ( p 2 n ' , P 2 n + r ) < M' ( d ( S p 2 n I, Tp2n)) 
which m e a n s that 
d ( X 2 n , X2n+l) ^ V|/ ( d ( X 2 n - I , X2n)) 
CASE^II: If (p2n, P2n+i) G Po X Qi: Then from (4.1) we have 
tha t 
d ( T p 2 n , Sp2n+l) < d ( p 2 n , p2n+l ') = d ( p 2 n ' , p2n+l ' ) 
< V|/ ( d ( S p 2 n - l , T p 2 n ) ) 
a s in CASE I. 
CASE-III: If (p2n, P2n+i) € Pi X Qo: Then 
d ( T p 2 n , Sp2n+l) < d ( T p 2 n , P2n') + d ( p 2 n ' , P2. i+r) 
< d ( T p 2 n , P2n') + ip (d (Sp2n^ 1, Tp2n)) 
< d ( T p 2 n , P2n') + d ( S p 2 n - l , Tp2n) 
and from (4.3) we obtain that 
d(Tp2n, Sp2n+l) < d(Sp2n-l, p2.i') 
Since p2n+i e Qo we have p2n-i' = Sp2n i.This implies that 
d ( T p 2 n , S p 2 n . l ) < d ( p 2 n - r , P2n') < M' ( d ( S p 2 n I, Tp2n 2)) 
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and so 
d(X2n, X2n+l) ^ M' (d(X2n- l , X2n 2)) 
CASEIV: If (p2n-i, p2n) G Qi X Po: Then 
d(Sp2n-l ,Tp2n) ^ d (Sp2n- l , P2n l') + d(p2n l', Tpin) 
= d (Sp2n- l , P2n r ) + d(p2n l', P2n')) 
^ d(Sp2n-^l, P2n-l') + V|/ (d(Sp2n-l , 
Tp2n-2)) 
^ d(Sp2n_l , P2n-l') + d (Sp2n- l , 
Tp2n-2) 
and since p2n-i e Qi we obtain that 
d(Sp2n- l , Tp2n) ^ d(Tp2n-2, P2n-r ) 
from p2n_i e Qi, it follows that p2n-2 e Po and so Tp2n-2 = 
P2n-2'.Hence 
d(Sp2n- l , Tp2n) < d(Sp2n-2 ' , P2n l') 
< \\l (d(Sp2n-3, Tp2n-2)) 
and so 
d(X2n- l , X2n) < V|i (d(X2n-^3, X2n 2)) 
using (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4) it easy to see that (4.5) is 
proved. It can be shown from (4.5) that for every n e N 
d(Xn, Xn+l) < ViyMn) (d (xo , Xl)) 
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where 
1 , n = l 
k(n) = 
[n/2]. n > 2 
Since X^ '^ '^ ^^  finite for t > 0 which implies that 
{XnJneN is Cauchy sequence, and so there exists z e K such 
tha t 
Now suppose tha t there exists a subsequence }p2nJn^N 
such tha t p2n^ € Po for every k € N which m e a n s tha t tha t 
Tp2n^ € Fp2n^_|, keN. Now we show tha t Sz e Fz using the 
compatibility of (F, S). Since Tp2ni e Fp2n^ , n K, Spin, , e K 
and 
d ( F p 2 n , _ , , Sp2n,_ , ) < d ( T p 2 n , , Sp2n^ , ) 
We obtain tha t lim d(Fp2n^ ,, Sp2n^ ,) = 0 and from the 
compatibility of (F, S) it follows that lim d(STp2n , FSp2n, ,) 
= 0. It follows tha t Sz e Fz and so {Tz, FzJ n Fz T^  (|). The rest 
proof same as Theorem -3.1.2. 
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A Theorem similar to Theorem 2.1.15 proved by 
Khan [32] h a s been extended for a pair of compatible 
mappings by A.Ahmed and A.R.Khan[2] which runs as 
follows: 
THEOREM-4.1.4f21: Let (X, d) be a complete metrically 
convex space, K a non-empty closed subse t of X. If F is 
generalized T-contraction mapping in to CB(X) satisfying 
(a+p+y)(l+p+y)/ (l-p-y)2< 1, and 
(I) dK c TK, FK c TK, Tx e 8K ^ Fx ^ K, 
(II) {F, T} is a compatible pair, 
(III) F and T are cont inuous on K, 
then there exists a point z in K such tha t Tz e Fz. 
PROOF; Proceeding as in Theorem 3.1.4, we have that the 
sequence iTxn} is Cauchy and therefore converges to some 
point z in K. So, a s argued in Theorem 3.1.4, there exists a 
subsequence {TxnJ in P, i.e., yn^ = Txn, . Again, for 
convenience let u s denote Txn^ as Txn. 
Now, we use the compatibility of F, T to show that 
Tz € Fz. Since Txn e Fxn-i n K and Tx n i e K, we have 
d(Fxn_i, Txn i) < d(Tx„, Txn i) -> 0 as n -> / 
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It follows from the compatibility of {F, TJ that 
limc/(77:v„./Tx„_,) = 0 form the inequality 
n—*-r. 
d(TTx„, Fz) < J(77:v„./'7:v„ ,) + H(FTxn i, Fz). 
Since F Is H-continuous and T is cont inuous on letting n -^ 
oo it follows that d(Tz, Fz) = 0 giving thereby Tz e Fz a s Fz is 
closed. This completes the proof. 
A further extension for two pairs of compatible 
mapping given by A.Ahmed andM.Imdad[l] a s follows: 
THEOREM-4.1.5[l]: Let (X, d) be a complete metrically 
convex metric space and K be a non-empty closed subset of 
X. If (F, G) is a generalized (S, T) contraction pair of K into 
CB(X) satisfying 
(a+p+y)(i+P+y)/(i-P-y)2< 1 
such tha t 
(i) 5K c SK n TK; FK n K c SK; GK n K c TK. 
(ii) Tx e 8K => Fx c K, Sx € 5K ^ Gx e K. 
(iii) (F, T) and (G, S) are compatible pairs. 
(iv) F and G are cont inuous on K. 
then there exists a point z in K such that Tz = Sz e Fz n 
Gz. 
ov 
PROOF: Proceeding as in Theorem 3.1.5 we get a Cauchy 
sequence Izn} converging to a point z in K. Consequently, 
the subsequence {Z2n} = {Tx2n} and iZ2n+i! = {Sx2n+i! also 
converges to a point z. 
As in Theorem 3.1.5, suppose tha t there exists a 
sub sequence {Tx2nJ such that Tx2n^ e Po for every k e N. 
we show that Sz € Gz. Since Tx2n^ e Gx2ii^ n K and 
Sx2nj^i e K. we have 
d(GX2nj^ l , SX2n^  I ) ^ d(TX2n^ , SX2n ,_, )->0 aS k ^ 00 
which together with the compatibility of (G, S) gives that 
lini d(STX2n,, GX2n, ,) = 0 
from the inequality 
d(STx2n, ,Gz)<d(STX2n, ,GX2n,_, ) + (H(GSX2n, , ), Gz) 
and since G is H-continuous and S is cont inuous , on 
letting k —> CO we get 
d(Sz, Gz) = 0 
which implies that Sz e Fz as Gz is closed. 
To show that Tz G FZ, we know from the proof of the 
Theorem 3.1.5 that 
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Mm y2n, , = z and limTv2n, . - Tz 
Now since y2n,,, e Fx2n, n K and Tx2n, G K it follows that 
d(Fx2n,, Tx2n,) < d(y2n,,,, Tx2n, ) -^ 0 as k -^ X 
which by the compatibility of (F, T) implies 
lim d(Ty2n,„, FTx2n, ) = 0 
from the inequality 
d ( T y 2 n , „ , F Z ) < d ( T y 2 n , , , F T X 2 n , ) + H ( F T x 2 n , , FZ ) 
and since F is H-continuous and T is cont inuous, on 
letting k ^^ 00 it follows that 
d(Tz, Fz) = 0 
giving thereby Tz c Fz a s F is closed . Again 
d(Tz, Sz) < H(Fz, Gz) 
< a d(Tz, Fz) + p[{d(Tz, Fz) + d(Sz, Gz)}] 
+ y[{d(Tz, Gz) + d(Sz, Fz)J] 
< (a+2y) d(Tz, Sz) 
which implies tha t Sz = Tz. Thus we have tha t Tz = Sz e Fz 
o Gz. If the sequence {Sx2n^ |^} is contained in Qo, then 
proceeding as above we have Sz = Tz e Fz n Gz. This 
completes the proof. 
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CHAPTER-V 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR NON-SELF 
MAPPINGS WITH GENERALIZED WEAK 
CONDITIONS OF COMMUTATIVITY 
INTRODUCTION Motivated from Hadjic and Gadjicfl 7] the 
concept of R-weakly commuting and coincidently commuting 
mappings have been introduced by Imdad and Kumar[21]. 
Which are stated below in definition 5.1.2 and definition 
5.1.3. Implying these definitions Imdad and Kumar[21] have 
proved some fixed point theorems for non-self mappings. 
Which we have studied in the sequel. 
DEFINITION-5.1.ir2n: Let X be a metric space, K a non-
empty subset of X, and F, T:K^X. If F and T satisfy the 
condition 
(5.1) cl(Fx. Fy) < hmaxr^^-^'^^\d{Tx. rx).i/{Ty. Fy). 
[cI(Tx.Fv) + il{Tv.Fx)\\ 
for all X, y in K, 0< h < 1, q > l+2h, then F is called a 
generalized T-contraction mapping of K in to X. If we also 
add h = 1, then we call F a generalized T-nonexpansive 
mapping of K into X. 
DEFINITION-5.1.2f211: Let K be a non-empty subset of a 
metric space (X, d), F, T:K->X. Then the pair {F, T* will be 
called point wise R-weakly commuting on K if for every x, y 
in K with x = Fy, and Ty e K, there exists some R > 0 such 
tha t 
(5.2) d(Tx, FTy) < R d(1V, Fy) 
the pair {F, T} will be called R-weakly commuting on K if for 
each XG K (5.1) holds for some R > 0. 
DEFINTION-5.1.3r211; A pair of non-self mappings {F, T} 
defined on a non-empty subse t K of a metric space (X, d) is 
said to be coincidentsdly commuting if Tx, Fx G K and Tx = 
Fx => FTx = TFx. 
THEOREM-5.1.4r21]: Let X ba a Banach space, K a non-
empty closed sub set of X and F, T: K-^X such that F is 
generalized T-contractive mapping of K into X and 
(I) dK c TK, FK n K c TK. 
(II) Tx e dK =^ Fx G K, and 
(III) TK is closed in X. 
then there exists a coincidence point z in K. Moreover, if !F, 
T} is coincidentally commuting then z remains a unique 
common fixed point of T and F. 
PROOF: First of all, let u s construct the sequence {Xn! and 
{yn} in the following way: 
Let X G dK. Then there exists a point xo in K such 
tha t x = Txo as dK c TK. Since Txo e dK and Tx e cK => Fx e 
K, we conclude that Fxo G K n FK c TK. Let xi G K be such 
that yi = Txi = Fxo e K. Let y2 = Fxi. Suppose y2 e K. Then 
y2 G K n FK c TK, which implies tha t there exists a point x^ 
€ K such that y2 = Tx2. Suppose y2 ^ K. Then there exists a 
point p G 5K such that 
d(Txi,p) + d(p,y2) = d(Tx,,y2) 
Since p G c^ K c TK, there exists a point X2 e K such that 
p=Tx2 so that above equation takes the form 
d(Txi, Tx2) + d(Tx2, y2) = d(Txi, y2) 
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Let u s pu t y3 = Fx2. Thus , repeating the foregoing 
a rgument s , one can obtain two sequences {Xn! and {ynl such 
tha t 
(a) yn+i = Fxn 
(b) yn e K :^ yn e 5K and 
(c) yn ^ K ^ Txn e dK and 
d ( T X n - l , TXn) + d(TXn, yn) = d(TXn 1, Vn) 
We denote 
P = [Txi G {Txn}: Tx. = y,] 
Q = [Txi e {Txn}: Txi ,t y,] 
Obviously, two consecutive t e rms can not be lie in Q. Now 
we distinguish these cases 
CASE-I; If Txn, Txn+i G P , then 
d(TXr,, T X n . l ) = d ( y n , yn+l) = d ( F X n - l , FXn) 
< h max ]^^^^^^^^^^.J(r.v,„,.'/.vj.J(7A„.7:v„.,). 
d{Tx„_,Jx„^,) + cl{rx„.Tx„) 
1 
< h d(Txn_i,Txn) 
CASE-II: If Txn e P and Txn+i G Q then 
d(Txn, Txn.i) < d(Tx„, Txn.i) + d(Txr,.i, y„.i) 
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= d(TXn, yn+l) = d (FXn- l , Fn) 
< h d ( F X n - l , T X n ) 
in view of CASE I. 
CASE-III: If Txn e Q and Txn+1 G P. Since Txn is a convex 
linear combination of Txn-i and yn it follows that 
d{Txn, Txn+i) < max [d(Txn-i, Txn+i), d(y„,Txn+i)l 
Now, if d(Txn-i, Txn+i) < d(yn, Txn+i), then 
d(TXn, TXn+l) < d(yn, TXn+l) = d(FXn i, FXn) 
<hmaxj^^^^^^--^. . / (7:v„, , - , ) . 
^liTx„.Tx„^,) c/(7x„.,.7x„„) + c/(7x„.v„) 
Now by noting that 
d(TXn-l , TXn.l ) + d(TXn, yn) < d(TXn-l , TXn) + d(TXn, 
Tx„+i) + d(Txn, yn) 
<d(Txn i,yn) + d(Txn, 
Tx„+i ) 
one can conclude that 
d(TXn, TXn^l) < h d(FXn. 1, yn) < h-'d(TXn 2, TXn l) 
in view CASEII . 
Otherwise, if d(yn, Txn+i) < d(Txn_i, Txn.i), then 
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(5.3) d(Txn, Txn.i)< d ( T x n - i , ' ' f e ^ ^ ' S a f S ^ 2 , Fxn) 
< h max<^ ^ ' .d(Txn 2, Tx,, i), 
d(TXn,TXn.l) 
in view of the fact 
cl{Tx„_„TxJ 
< 
diTx„_,Jx„^,) + d{Tx„,JxJ 
< m a x [d(TXn-2,TXn-l), d(TXn l,TXn)] 
If the maximum of the right h a n d side of (5.3) is 
d{Tx„_,.Tx„^,) + d{Tx„_,Jx„) then using the fact 1+h < q-h 
and 
d(TXn-l, TXn) < d(TXn-l, Yn) < h d(TXn-2, TXn_l) 
we can write 
d(Txn-i,Txn.i) < h t/(7x„_,,7x„_,) + ^(7x„_,.7:v„,,) + /^(7:v„./:v„_,) f 
which reduces to 
d(TXa, TXn.l) < h [ ^ d(TXn.2, Tx,, 1) 
< h d(TXn 2, TXn l) 
Thus, in all cases 
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d(Txn, Txn+i)< h max[d(Txn 2, Txn^i), d(Txn 1, Tx„)] 
Now following the procedure as in Theorem-2.1.5, it can be 
easily shown by induction that for n > 1, 
d{Txn, Txn.i)^hi/^5, 
where 5 = hi/2 max [d(Txo, Txi), d(Txi, Tx2] 
Thus, for m, n > N 
d(Txm, Txn) <Y,cl{Tx,.Tx,J<d'Y,h 
X 
which show that {Txn} is a Cauchy sequence. 
First suppose that there exists a sub sequence {Txn ^ } which 
is contained in P and TK a closed subspace of X. Since 
{Txn^} is Cauchy in TK, it converges to a point u G TK. Let v 
e T"iu. Then u = Tv . Here one also needs to note that 
{Fxn^_,} also converges to u. Using (5.1) one can write 
d(Fv, Fxn,_,) < h max[d(Tv, Txn,_, )/2, d(Tv, Fv), 
d ( T X n , ^ , , F X n , , ) [ d ( T v , F X n , , ) 
+d(Txn,,,Fv)]/q] 
which on making k —> oo reduces to 
d(Fv, Tv) < h max {0, d(Tv, Fv), 0, d(Tv, Fv)/q| 
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yielding thereby Fv = Tv which shows tha t v is a point of 
coincidence for F and T. 
Since the pair {F, T} is coincidentally commuting, therefore 
u = Tv = Fv => Fv = FTv = TFv = Tu. 
To prove tha t u is fixed point of F, let on the contrary Fu^^u. 
Then 
d{Fu, u) = d(Fu, Fv) 
. h max [ f^ .o .o . [ ^ / (^" - " )^^ - / ( ^ ' "^ l 
Which shows tha t u is a common fixed point of F and T. 
The un iqueness of u is obvious. 
THEOREM-5.1.5[21]: Let (X, d) be a complete metrically 
convex metric space, K a non-empty closed subset of X, 
F,T:K—>X such tha t F is generalized T-contractive of K into 
X satisfying 
(I) ^K c TK, FK n K c TK. 
(II) Tx e aK ^ Fx G K. 
(III) {F, Tj is a pointwise R-weakly commuting pair, and 
(IV) m a p s F and T are cont inuous on K. 
then F and T have unique common fixed point. 
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PROOF: Proceeding as in the Theorem-5.1.4, we suppose 
tha t there exists a subsequence {Txn^! which is contained 
in P. Fur ther , subsequence {Txn^} converges to z in K as K 
is a closed subse t of the complete metric space (X, d). Since 
Txn^ = P'xn^., and Txn^., € K, the pointwise R-weak 
commutativity of {F, T} implies 
(5.4) d(TFxn,, TFxn,_,) < R d(Txn,, Fxn,_,) 
For some R > 0. Also, 
(5.5) d(FTxn,, Tz) < d(FTxn,, TFxn,,) + d(TFxn, ,, Tz) 
maiking k ^ oo in (5.4) and (5.5) and us ing continuity of F 
and T, we get d(Tz, Fz) < 0 yielding thereby Tz = Fz. 
If we a s s u m e that there exists a sub sequence {Tx,i, • 
which is contained in Q, then analogous a rguments 
establish the earlier conclusions. 
The rest of the proof is identical to the Theorem-
5.1.4, after noting that at coincidence points the notations 
of point wise R-weak commutativity and coincidentally 
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